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During the past twenty years, and particularly since the passage of Public
Law 94-142, The Education For All Handicapped Children Aet of 1975, state and
local education agencies have dramatically increased their programmatic commitment
to the education of handicapped studentS. This commitment has necessitated large-
scale growth in funds to develop and support special education programs and
services. As the growth in special education programs continues, education
policymakers must consider a number of issues and options as they endeavor to
ensure effective programming during times of fiscal retrenchment and competing
priorities. This is the first in a series of issue briefs examining the findings
and conclusions of recent research on special education finance. In particular,
this brief reviews the following questions and their implications for state and
local education policymakers:

WHAT DOES SPECIAL EDUCATION Cart

HL DO WE STATES DISTRIBUTE FUNDS POR SPECIAL EDUCATION?

WHAT ARE THE INCENTIVES AND DISINCENTIVES CC VARIOUS FUNDING FORMULAS?
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BACIENDIAD

Public education has undergone significant change during recent years with
the enactment of state and federal law designed to guarantee the right of all
handicapped children to equal educational opportunity. Particularly with the
passage of The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (Public Law, 94-
142), as well as a growing body of court decisions, all school-age handicapped
children are guaranteed the right to a free appropriate public education. This
includes a right to an individualized education program, related services, and
the right to be educated in the least restrictive environment to the maximum
extent appropriate.

As a result of public education's increased responsibility for the education

of handicapped children, the number of children receiving special education
services continues to grow. Accomplishments across states have been considerable:

From 1976-77 to 1980-81, children served by special education programs
increased from 7.25% to 8.6% of the school-aged population;

In 1980-81, the states served nearly 41,000 more handicapped
preschoolers and nearly 43,000 18 -21 year -old handicapped students than

in 1976-77; and

From 1975-76 to 1981-82, special education revenues increased by 84%
from approximately $2.1 billion to $3.7 billion.

The enactment of eomprehensive state and federal law has affected not only
the number of students receiving special education and related services; it has
dramatically affected the nature and extent of the services provided to these
students. It is widely recognized that the costs of educating these students are

greater than the costs of edu g their nonhandicapped peers. 'Indeed, this is

the very reason for catego special education funding. However, this

generalization should not el the fact that there are specific programmatic
justifications for increased costs. Greater costs for special education are
caused by the greater educational needs and requirements of handicapped children.

There are a variety of fiscal choices and decisions which can greatly influence

the impact of funding for special education. These choices must be based on an

understanding of the close relationships between programmatic decisions and the
financial implications of these decisions.

* *

This brief provides a general review of special education finance. The next

finance brief will examine specifically the issue of interagency coordination and

how states have used that option to help alleviate the problems associated with

financing programs for handicapped students.
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THE can or SPR:1A14 EDUCATION

Accurate estimates of the costs of special education and related services
help polieymakers to make objective, informed decisiohs when allocating funds.

However, estimating the costs of special education programs is a difficult and
uncertain process. One difficulty is determining exactly what costs are being

sought -- overall costs, added costs, related services, instructional or

administrative costs or some combination of these. Experts can develop estimates

of the cost of special education, but these costs are neither fixed nor totally
impervious to the decisions of state and local policymakers.

Notional Esthetes

National cost estimates usually have been based on averages derived from
local districts' expenditures. Since state special education policies and
practices vary along with location and economic conditions, national estimates
may not be sufficient for answering state policymakers' questions, but are
nonetheless somewhat useful as a benchmark.

In response to the weaknesses in past research, as well as to the rapid
expansion of special education programs in recent years, The Rand Corporation
completed a study in 1981 of the costs of special education. Supported by the

Department of Education, the study was designed to assist in the formulation

of policies and allocation of resources. In general, Rand found that:

The added cost of direct instructional services is proportionate to the

severity of the handicap.

The average instructional cost for a blind student was reported
to be $2,51E and for a deaf student $2,336, as compared to $1113 for

a learning disabled student and $897 for a mentally retarded
student.

The more restrictive the environment, the more costly the instructional

service.

On the average, instructional costs for a full-time placement in
a special class were found to be higher per handicapped student
01,578) than fora regular class placement with a part-time special

class ($794).

Specifically, the study used data collected from a nationally representative
sample of localities of various sizes during the 1977-78 school year. For that

period, the study concluded that the total nationwide expenditure for the added
cost of special education was over $7 billion.

The study also estimated per-child costs nationwide. As noted above, the
range of costs for specific handicapped children varies greatly with the nature

and severity of the handicap and the location in which services are provided.

A prowl fcr policyrnakers administered by the National Association of State Boards of Education in cooperation

with the Council ofChief State School Officers, National Conferenc.. ofState Legislatures, and American Association of
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Thus, the estimated per-child costs are average figures and cannot be assumed to
apply evenly throughout the country. With these caveats in mind, in 1977-78:

The total cost of s eciai education and related serviceLper andicapped
chit was an est mated 3,_077, approximately 2.17 times rester than
the cost of regular education per non-herlimped child.

The added cost of special education and related services above the cost
of regular education was estimated as $11927 perhtiAlmedshild.

Whi le barriers to accurate cost infotmation exist, the data that are avai table
coupled with local and, state agency experience and expertise can be of assistance
to policymakers. In developing fiscal policies that match the unique circum-
stances of a state, policyakers must determine when national estimates or those
based on expert opinion will suffice and when district lost reports and surveys
are most useful. Their conclusinns will vary according to the political culture,
traditions and policy needs of their state.

REFERENCE

Kakalik, J.S., Furry, W.S., Thomas, M.A. and Carney, M.F. The Cost of Special
Education. Santa Monica, California: Rand Cbrporation, November, 1981.
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FEDERAAID STATE simmer yr SPICIAL EDUCTICIll

Federal Support

Federal legislation has had a major impact on the way in which the states
educate handicapped children. Yet the federal government's financial role has
been secondary to that of the states and local districts. While the states
anticipated federal revenues to match the P.L. 94-142 'authorization levels, the
actual appropriations have remained at a far lower level:

As the authorized level has reached the full 40% of average per-pupil
expenditure specified in the statute, actual appropriations have risen
only modestly.

Even with the increases in federal support since 1976, it is unlikely
that the current federal share exceeds 1596 of the total costs of special
education.

in contrast to the original $1.2 billion authorization, Q,ngress
appropriated only $804 million in 1980.

The discrepancy between federal authorization and appropriation levels,
though common across rnanyWederal programs, has caused considerable friction
between federal policymakers and those at the state and local level. From the
perspective of those who view the guarantees of P.L. 94-142 as essential, the law
is a civil rights mandate which incorporates the states' own statutes and which
needs to be implemented regardless of the level of federal funding. Although
federal funding has never vetwhoi the levels originally authorized in terms of
percentage growth, such funds have increased appreciably.

State Support

All fifty states provide funds to local school systems to help defray the
costs associated with, educating handicapped children. However, estimating the
average state support for special education and related services has been
problematic for policymakers and researchers alike. Many states report state
legislative budget marks rather than actual expenditures. Further, the states
vary in the categories of support they report; for example, some state estimates
include special education transportation revenues while others do not. State
etimate% may exclude funds contributed from general education programs as well
as revenues available from other state and federal sources such as mental health,
medieaid and social security. Although state estimates are imprecise, estimates
that have been calculated in recent years are impressive:

The total state contribution to special education in 1979-80 has been
estimated at $3.4 billion and the number of children served at 4.1
million.

.1



From 1975-76 to 1978-79:

34 states reported an increase in special education's share of the total

state revenue.

41 states reported a positive annual growth rate in revenues allocated
to special education.

Among states reporting for 1978-79:

State support for special education varied from a high of 98% in Mbntana

to a low of 17% in Oklahoma.

At least 22 states contributed 50% or more of the total fiscal resources
for special education.

State support for special education programs is influenced by a number of
factors -- size, wealth, political climate, structures used to provide basic
financial support to local school' systems, and ,relative prominence of the state
contribution to the total funds available for public schools. As local and state
officials are confronted with declining fiscal resources and increasing fiscal
demands, it becomes important to examine not only current levels of local, state
and federal revenues for special education but also revenues beyond those budgeted
for special education. These include general education aid, and support from other
public agencies and private sources. Consideration of these many variables should
help clarify the wide range of issues and choices currently facing policymakers.
These and related issues will be discussed in forthcoming issue briefs.
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1011 ARE MGM EDUCATION FINIYA DISTEIBUISD?

Increased services for handicapped students has meant an increase in the
levels of locatrilate and federal expenditures for special education programs.
As This trend continues, it becomes increasingly important to understand the way
in which these funds are distributed.

Funding Approaches

Although there %as considerable diversity from state to state in special
education legislation prior to the passage of P.L. 94 -142, many states have found
it necessary to revise their legislation to enure consistency with federal
requirements. Consequently, special education laws across states are now more
similar than different. The states' basic approach to funding, however, can and

does vary.

Special education funding formulas
for transferring dollars earmarked for
governmental level to another (i.e.,

However, they are more than a technical

have been described simply as mechanisms
educating handicapped students from one
state or federal to school district).
computation of state aid:

A funding formula encompasses the mandated procedures,
prorating provisions, administrative guidelines, and
exceptions or exclusions that determine and regulate the
allocation of state (and federal) funds to districts. The
actual impact of a particular procedure cannot be determined
without reference to all the other factors -- legal,

political, social, educational -- that interact with its

operation. (Bernstein, et. al., 1976)

In general, states use one of three basic appi;oaches to fund special education

programG:

Pupil-based
Resource-based
Coat -based

PUeil-Based: All states which currently employ a pupil-based approach use a
weighting scheme to allocate special education funds. The amount of money provided

for each handicapped child is based on the dollar amount provided per pupil in

regular school programs. This base amount is multiplied by a factor or "weight"

that usually varies according to handicapping condition or the type of service

provided. Thirteen states use pupil-weighting approaches. Another option which

states might pursue under the pupil-based approach is to allocate a flat grant

or straight sum, whereby a fixed amount of money is provided for each handicapped

child. However, flat grant per pupil, formulas currently are not used by any state

for allocating special education funds.

A project frr prilicymakers 'administered by the National Assirkiation of State Boards of Education in cooperation
with the Council of Chief State School Officers, National Conference of State Legislatures, and American Association of
School Administrators. 701 N. Fairfax St., Suite 340 Alexandria, VA 22314 1703484-4000
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Resource-Based: Ina resource-based formula, the main factor used to determine

the stateTiCii adoration is the level of resources (e.g., teaching staff, auxiliary
personnel, equipment) requited to provide the desired level of services. Al dollar

amount is provided per special education teacher or classroom devoted to special
education instruction. Fourteen states use the teacher unit or classroom unit
for allocating funds. Allocations per,unit may be tied to specific requirements
for class size and/or minimum schedules for teacher salaries.

Cost Based: Under this approach, states reimburse local districts for special
education on either a percentw or excess cost basis. Distracts are reimbursed
for all or a portion of the total costs of providing special education services,
or are reimbursed for allFor a portion of the excess cost incurred beyond those
costs associated with segular education programs. Fifteen states provide aid for
special education on either a percentage or excess cost basis.

It is important to note that these funding approaches are not mutually
exclusive. Nlany states have modified a given formula, combined various portions
of different formulas, or used different formulas for different programs, thus
creating some mix of these approaches. For example:

Kansas: Districts receive a dollar amount for each teacher unit and
are reimbursed for 80 percent of the transportation costs for special

education programs -- a combination of resource-based and cost-based
formulas.

Ohio: Combining resource-based and pupil-based approaches, Cfilio

allocates a specific dollar amount per classroom unit and awards per
pupil grants for transportation, home instruction, teacher training and
other specialized instructional services.

Virginia: Using both cost-based and student-based funding, Virginia
provides per student allocations based on its determination of the
excess costs for programs serving different handicapping conditions.

VIixed approaches attempt to accommodate variations in the number and
handicapping conditions of students needing services, the programs prescribed for

these students, and the cost of services and staff resources. The impact of each

of the principal funding approaches on significant policy issues is discussed in

subsequent sections of this brief.

* *
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. Pereentage of %bighted
Flat Grant Teacher/ Washer Pireentage

Flat Brant Peal! Per Wacker or Personnel Glassman Cast or

Per Popil Nblghtimg Classroom lialt Salaries Units gneiss Cut

Arizona. Alabama Idaho', Alaska Arkansas

'Florida Illinois Minnesota Californiafi Celorado

Newell! Kansas Ohio Delaware OonnecIieut

Indiana Mississippi Vermont5 Georgia Maine

Iowa Nevada 'Kentucky Maryland

Massachusetts NO.Chrolina Louisiana Michigan

New Jetsey Missouri Montana

New *sip 'Texas Nebraska

New York' Washington? N.liatpshire

(Alabama Wyoming North dakotts

No.Caroliun Oregon

No.Dakote Pennsylvania

Ternessee Rhode Leland

Utah Virginia

W.Virginie3 Wisconsin

IHOwisii centrally funds all education in the state; Hawaii's Education iiepartment negotiates special education funds using
a number of considerations. especially the manlier of full-time equivalent students enrolled in special education.

2New York calls its funding formula excess cost because the weightings and district cost factors are designed to
approximate the average costs of educating a handicapped child. T.

Nest Virginia weights handicapped students in the foundation formula as well as provides same salary support for special

education. OP

41dehn,also provides for an additional weighting for exceptional students in its foundation support program.

5Verimnt also pays costs of special education that exceed the average per pupil cost of a district.

kelifornia employs a tiOrid formula that takes 10% of a district's AUM to determine maximum teacher units available to a

district. Teacher units are then distributed across program placements and adjusted for district cost factors.

'ftihingtoft 41,1/2401% its formula to cover the base costs and the excess costs of special education.
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Service. July, 1982.
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sumer ar lictorrivss AND Disificearrnss CIF filliAL NINENTICIN FUMING =WS

Progr mid 1lynngt'mml

4ioes

Type of Funding Formula

tesouree -Based Cbst-Based

Classification of handi-
capped children

Less direct incentive for
overclassification

Weight sum encourages
more.nildly and.fewer
severel handicapped

fY

childr n

Encourage more children to be
served, may lead to over-
elassification.

Least effect on over-
classification

Choice of appropriate
program

Personnel formula may bias
toward greate use of

personnel

Change of educational

Encourage placement in higher
reimbursement or lower cost
programs

Depends upon ,district
share of costs

Less direct incentive to.:
keeping children in special
education

Encourage keeping children in
special education and in
Lighereinibursement program

Depends upon district
share of costs

(lass size or caseload . Encourages maximmn class
size lo, reduce costs

Full funding can encourage
minimum class sizes

Entiourage max haw class size .Encourage maximum class
size (except fully funded
excess costs)

Labeting of handicapped
,children .

Labelifig not needed by
fundingtonnula .

r)tn fund for program and
personnel units

Formula-generally requires
labeling in order to qualify
for funding

Labeling not needed by
funding formula

Support of mainstreaming
costs

Must include mainstreaming
units or personnel as
acceptable for funding

Funding provided for children Reimburse approved costs
in mainstreaming programs of mainstreaming programs

Ability of small districts
to provide programs

Full funding amount with
minimum number of students,
but no funding below this
level

Inadequate funding with
minim number of students,
but some funding below this
level

Governed by regulationt,
not the funding formula

14



Program and NIWnageuent
1 ss nes

Type of Funding Formula

Resource-Based Pupil/Child-Based Cost -Based

tmord..0ePing and
reporting requirements

Little information needed
beyond normal pupil,
personnel, and cost records

and reports

Need accuraht data on
number of children, may
required great detail to
obtain time spent in
different programs

Require detailed cost
records, submission and
approval of expenditure
reports, and greater
involvement and control
by funding agency

Progr'iw and fiscal

plsnning
Most fitted to planning
sequence; based on student
needs with funding an
automatic calculation

Less direct process; tends
to be based on available
dollars, not educational
needs

Fits planning sequence,
but available dollars are
an early planning factor

COntrol o' costs one through regulation Done through regulations Percentage formula may
help hold down costs
through requiring district
share

Obtaining state and
federal priorities

Higher funding levels for
certain program units or
personnel cap encourage
these programs

Differential funding amounts
can encourage service to
certain students

Priority on higher funding
for certain items/programs
can eneourage these
programs

Tracking spec i al

education funds
Simple to track funding
to expenditures

Not as possible to trace
individual child funding and
expenditures, must be done
on an aggregate basis

Most direct connections
between funding and
expenditures

Incorporation of future
changes

Updating funding amounts Updating of funding amounts
is straightforward, changes more difficult to explain;
apparent may become arbitrary

Updating of finding
amounts tied to cost
changes

Reference:

Nat-Lavin, William T., Policy Effects 9f Special Education Funding Formulas. Stanford, CX: Institute for Research on
Educational Finance and Governance, Stanford University, January, 1960.
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Although the financing of special education poses many considerations, the
issues surrounding various funding formulas emerge as particularly significant.

PollaYmekerst decision-making needs

1. Compatibility with other state funding policies and practices:
Policymakers generally seek funding arrangements that do not differ
significantly from existing state approaches. Such capability allows
programs to be interrelated and provides a more comprehensive picture
of education aid.

2. Rationality and simplicity: Funding formulas should present
relatively logical, straightforward relationships among the policy
elements of major importance -- for example, numbers of handicapped
children, classrooms needed, and other actual costs of educating
handicapped children.

3. Ease of modification: Funding formulas should be capable of being
easily modified in response to economic changes or to new knowledge
regarding costs and/or needs. The ore complex the formula, the more
likely it is that any single change will require reworking the whole
formula.

Appropriate education placements

1. Minimized misclassification: Funding formulas should not create
financial incentives to place children in particular programs simply
because the state reimburses proportionately more for some programs
than it does for others. Similarly, formulas should not create
incentives to maintain children in particular program placements when
these programs are no longer appropriate. Funding formulas must permit
adequate support for the most appropriate placement.

2. Reinforcement of least restrictive environment placements: Cee
misclassification concerns the placement of handicapped children in
more restrictive settings when less restrictive settings would suffice.
Funding formulas can influence such placements because of higher
proportionate reimbursements for more restrictive placements.

3. Most funding formulas address
the issueoftiwheierstudehts should be specifically labeled by
handicapping condition as part of the funding process (as opposed to
labeling for purposes of establishing eligibility). Because labels
have been found to be more stigmatizing than the special education
program in which the student participates, several states have chosen
to categorize by placement (e.g., resource room, self-contained) rather
than by handicapping condition. Other states have adopted more
generalized, less descriptive categories for handicapping conditions
which help el iminate the stigma associated with more traditional labels.

f40
ill
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bitable treatment of districts

1. Aceomodation of varying student needs across district: Districts
differ in the numbers and characteristics of students that require
special education. Formulas that base funds on an equal percentage of
students qualifying as handicapped, or on total student enrollment are
often viewed as inequitable because they do not target funds to districts
where students are located. However, some argue that such formulas are
more equitable because they provide all districts with an equal capacity
to serve the same proportion of students.

2. Accommodations of Bost variations: Several factors can cause
district costs to vary for the same type of student or program --
price variations, economies of scale and different conceptions of best
practice. Policymakers may place a high priority on formulas that
accommodate all or some of these variables.

3. Adjustments for fiscal capacity: When states support the total
cost of special education, equalizing for district fiscal capacity is
not a significant priority. Because most states do not support total
costs, however, variations in district fiscal capacity often constitutes
a source of inequity.

Efficient administrative and cost-containment practices
ti

1. Fundinj predictability: Predictability fosters planning and public
confidence. It permits pal ieymakers to estimate and obtain appropriate
levels of support from taxpayers and other revenue sources without
losing credibility. Because many special education costs are
unpredictable (e.g., children identified in the middle of the year),
districts prefer state funding formulas that accomodate variability
and ensure their amn budget predictability. Cast-based formulas may
offer the greatest predictability for districts and the least for states.

2. Containment of special education costs: While policies that place
some of the cost burden on local districts aid cost containment, formulas
can also influence how efficiently districts operate their special
education budgets. Funding formula provisions for administrative and
direct costs, ceilings, and allowed -cost categories all influence cost -
containment situation.

3. Minimized reports, recordkeeping, and state administration:
Virtually all formulas require some measure of reporting and state
monitoring if districts are to account for state funds. However, the
question is one of degree: will the formula be too burdensome?
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Obviously there are clear trade-offs with each funding formula or combination

of formulas. The more simple a formula, the less likely it will be to distinguish
among district needs. The inore predictable a formula for ensuring the stability
of state budgets, the more districts will bear unpredictable costs. The more it

serves to contain costs, the less it will accommodate the full range of different

district costs. Policymakers must weigh these trade-offs against the particular
needs of their state ds they strive to develop funding policies which ,ffeetively
and efficiently govern special education expenditures.

* * ****** 00* * * * * 0.,40 * * * * 0 * *
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Fug011-Based

IV. Efficient Aftinistrative and
Cbst Cbntainment Practiees

Resouree-Based Cost-Eased

A. Funding
predictability

B. Cbotainment of
Cbst

Flat grants per student are highly
predictable for states but do not
cover unpredictable local costs.

Pupil weighting formulas are fairly
preaictible for states but are less
predictable for districts faced
with changing costs or need to
start entirely new classes because
of a few additional students.

Flat grants per student encourage
low-cost programs yet may also
encourage the over-enrollment of
mildly handicapped pupils.

Pupil weightier formulas if
accurately weighted 6, not
encourage cost expansion.

C. Minimised reports, Flat grants per student are fairly

record keeping and unburdensome to administer.

pupil weighting formulas require
student-level record keeping. Same.
formulas (but by no means all)
require fairly detailed accounting
of pupils' tiiie and programs. Some
,tote oversight of district
enrollment practices generally
acciairpianies these formulas.

041 ** **
0- 1(1'.4(

Flat grants per teacher or
classroom are very predic-
ii5fTT5F states but do not
cover unpredictable local
costs.

Percents e emen t

formulas are less predictable or

stales if no statewide salary
exists but are fairly predictable
for districts.

Percentage Bost and excess cost formates
are less predictable for states but more
predictable for districts. The use of cost
reimbursement ceilings offers states more
predictability and districts less.

Weighted teacher or classroom
formulas are prediefigiY57.
UTTenits because they accommodate
districts' needs to form new
classes. They are moderately
predictable for states.

Resource-based formulas are Percentage cost and excess cost formulas
relatively neutral with respect can encourage an expansion In special

to escalating district costs. education costs if allowable cost cate-
gories are broadly defined. Ceilings
and mon i tor ing al lovable costs improve cost

eontainment.

Resource-based fornulas are
generally not perceived as
burdensome because they
require a planning sequence
(e.g., staff assignments,
student assignments) that
nest districts _regularly use.
Some state oversight may be
necessary to verify counts of
pupils for generating units.

Percentage east and excess cost formulas
usually require individual district cost
records, submission and approval of
expenditure reports, and fiscal oversight
by the state or regional offices.

* 4 1 , 0 0 SO
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Pupil-Based Resource-Based

ill. BwitableTreatment
of Districts

cost -Based

A. Accommodate
varying student
needs

D. Accommodate
cost variations

C. Adjust for
varying fiscal
capacity

22

Fiat grants per student make no
accommodation for different types
of students but do adjust for
different numbers.

Pupil weighting formulas ;meow
modate a range of different student
programming needs. The More
weights used, the more needs are
accommodated. They also accommo-
date handicapped population size
difference among districts

Flat grants per student do not
provide for cost variations
among districts.

Pupil weighting formulas do not
specifically adjust for cost
variations because weights are
uniform for all districts. cost -

of- living adjustments can be
added. Pupil weights limit snail
districts from offering their own
programs for small numbers of
handicapped children and encourage
interdistrict cooperative programs.

Flat grant, per student contain no
provision for fiscal capacity.

Pupil weight in formulas usual ly

include an equalization factor to
adjust for fiscal capacity.

Flat vents per teacher or Percents e cost and excess cost formulas

classroom do not accommodate a ate district differences in
different student needs but numbers and types of handicapped pupils.

may accommodate different
numbers of students.

Perelintage salary reimburse-
ment formulas usually aceomno-
late district differences in
numbers and frequently types of
handicapped pupils.

Weighted teacher or classroom
unit formulas accommodate district
differences in ;lumbers and types
of handicapped pupils.

Resource-based formulas do not

LMirriiaT'adautogniiir-r& cost

variations among distr:ets but
may incorporate additional
factors to reflect price
differences or to allow small
districts to qualify for units
with less-than-minimum class
sizes.

Resource-based formulas do not
adjustitior district differences
in fiscal capacity. Special
adjustments must be added.

Percentage cost and excess formulas
accommodate cost variations among
districts if they reimburse on indivi-
dual costs. Ceilings may penalize
districts facing high costs.

Percentage costs and excess Bost formules
do not adjust for fiscal capacity dif-
ferences without the inclusion of special
equalization factors. Pure cost -used
formulas can reward high-wealth districts
that choose to spend their revenues on
special education.
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II. Appropriate Educational
Piaeoments

A. Minimized
fieation

Et.' Reinforcement

of least restric-
tive placement

G. Avoidance of
stigmatizing
labels

'Pupil-Based fiesouree-eased C%:st -Based

Flmt rents per student formulas,
through over funding low-cOst
plseements and under funding high-
cost placements, risk a fair degree
of misclessification of students
into low-cost placements.

Pupil weighting formulas contain
incentives to place students in
higher reimbursemeet categories.
Activation of these incentives
depends on the discretion allowed
districts in serving students and
the relative costs of different
programs to the districts. Pupil
weighting formulas also encourage
filling classes to maximize class
size.

Flat grants per student may encour-
age undestreable main*trewning
apprusehes such as placing handi-
capped students in regular elass-
rooms as a low-cost approach.

Pupil weighting foonelas reinforce
least restrictive placements if
they contain appropriate weights
for such plseements.

Flat grants per student do not
necessarily require specific
hnndieapping conditions or place-
ment labels.

Pupil weighting formulas generally
require student labelling but sassy'

ase label+ which refer to the
type of plseement instead of
the type of 4anlieapping condition.

Resource-based formulas
indirectly encourage misclassi-
fication because they contain
incentives to classify children
in ways that maximize resources.

Flat grants pe; teacher or
classroom formulas tend to
encourage lower cost placesnent
for students.

Percentage cost and excess cost formulas
are neutral in encouraging misclassifica-
tion if they reimburse all categories
proportionally ric same.

Percentage personnel and weighted
teacher or classroom unit formulas
encourage misclassification when
they disproportionally reimburse
specific special education categories
(e.g., 70% of resource room teachers;
59% of special class teachers)

Resource-based formulas rein-
force least restrictive place-
ments if they include mein-
streaming units or personnel
as secepteable for funding.
Without these adaptations they
encourage self - contained classes
and resource rows.

Flat grants per teacher or
classroom do not necessarily
require conditions
or plscanent labels for
students.

Percentage cost and excess cost formulas
usually reinforce least restrictive place-
ments by incleding such programs iii the
allowed costs.

Percentage cost and excess cost formulas
do not necessarily require condition or
placement labels but frequently require
some student categorization in order to set
cost ceilings.

Pereentage salary reimburse-
ment formulas do not necessarily
Fii,45117FTriaTildual student labels

but may require children to be
identified by placement cate-
gories or handicapping condition
categories.

Weighted teacher or classroom unit
formulas usually require placement
labels for students but not condition
labels.
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lissouree-assed Cbst-Besed

I. Phliestmskersf
Decision-osktng Needs

A. Chspettbiltty
with other
state feeding

EL Rationality
and simplicity

(% Ease of
modification
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Flat grants per student fornulas
frequently are used in state eate-
gurical program for compensatory
education.

Flat grant, per student are highly
straightforward but are not highly
logical because they pay districts
the at amount for handicapped
children whose programs cost dif-
ferent amounts.

Pupil weighting formulas logically
relate the costs of special educa-
t ion programs to a base amount.
They can he extremely simple or
quite lomplieated using many
weights and full-time equivalent
student counts.

Fiat grantsper student
must be modified by
legislative action; they do not
adjust for cost or inflation
changes.
Pupil weighting formulas use a
base value and weights that most

be edjasted by the legislature
if new cost information comes to
light. If the base is derived
from an element of posts for a
regular student, inflation is
likely to be autemmtiemily aceom-

itiodateri.

Resource-based funding formulas
Term the basis of many states'
foundation support programs.

Flat grants per teacher or
classroom are simple to compre-
SaTSii they have no logical
relation to costs.

Percentage cost and excess cost formulas
are infrequently used.te finance other
education programs in a state.

Percentnge mat and excess cost formulas
are logical because they reimburse
districts a portion of the costs of educe -
ting handicapped children. Their sinpli-
city varies depending on the number of
allowed-cost categories, ceilings and
whether they include amputations that
approximate costs.

Percentage salary reimbursement
formulas are understandable to
iiiii-55licymakers, but they can
became eomplex if many salary
categories and additional factors
are included.

Weighted personnel or classroom
unit formulas logically relate
special eaucation resource needs
to regular education program
needs. Their simplicity
diminishes as full-time equi-
valent conversions and addi-
tional factors are included.

Flat grants per teacher or
classroom do not aajust for
cost or inflation and must
be modified legislatively.

Percentage salary reimburse-
ment formulas automatically
adjust for cost changes that
relate to staff salaries but
they do not adjust for other
poet changes.

Percentage cost and excess cost formulas
automatically adjust for cost changes and
inflation when they are based on actual
district costs. Costs ceilings can limit
this adjustment process. Cbst ceilings and
formulas that approximate excess cost
usually require legislative change to
reflect new oast relationships.

weighted personnel or classroom
unit formulas can adjust for
iTititirrinWilrough the base but

must be legislatively altered to
adjust-for changed cost configura-
tions among programs.
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